Tracking of manually defined natural landmarks in image sequences is a crucial task. The chosen landmarks are usually not related to "good features" in the sense of tracking methods. Thus, established tracking methods do not achieve accurate trajectories. Hence, in this contribution, a triangle-based optical flow approach is presented to stabilize the tracking of landmarks, which avoids drifting of the tracked landmarks. Triangulation is performed based on a defined ROI resulting in a mesh of triangles with uniform size. For each image frame, the optical flow is computed within the ROI. Based on the mean optical flow vector under each triangle area, the three corner points are shifted and realigned by averaging connected corners. Resulting in a deformation of the triangle mesh, a translation vector for the manually defined landmarks can be determined by interpolating the deformation of the corresponding area point of the relevant triangle. The proposed approach has been evaluated on intra-operative video recordings of bypass interventions in cardiac surgery, visualizing pre-operative angiography images as deformed overlays. While with standard methods the feature points are often lost after some frames or tend to drift in another than the real direction, the triangle-based optical flow stabilizes the drift of the feature points and leads to more accurate trajectories over a longer amount of time.
Introduction
Tracking of movements in image sequences is a common task with a wide area of applications. Different methods have been developed to provide solutions to estimate camera movements or moving targets. However, this task is still a challenge in difficult scenarios. One of those scenarios is the augmented visualization in intra-operative surgical applications such as the projection of pre-operative acquired images onto a moving situs. In cardiac surgery, e.g., the projection of angiographic images onto the beating heart during coronary artery bypass grafting may support the orientation of the surgeon for the preparation of the anastomosis. There, corresponding landmarks in both image modalities, angiography and live video, have to be matched in real time to provide a mapping of corresponding anatomical structures. Due to the movement of the situs in the live video, the given landmarks have to be tracked and the mapping has to be adopted steadily [1, 2] .
The usage of artificial markers should be avoided or is even impossible in many of such intra-operative scenarios. Currently, the most successful approaches for such tracking tasks are based on automatically detected feature points, which are suitable for the chosen tracking method, e.g. [3] , or consider the whole surface deformation, e.g. [4] . However, often an interactive selection of natural landmarks is needed, which have to be tracked relying on the subjacent image texture [5] . Those manually defined landmarks are usually not related to "good features" in the sense of tracking methods. Thus, established tracking methods do not achieve accurate trajectories of the movements [6] . Specifically, uniform image textures or weak gradients may cause a swapping of the feature point to neighbouring structures and hence yield a drifting of a landmark after a while. Given the application of cardiac surgery where landmarks are tracked on the surface of the heart, as described above, these effects lead to falsified deformations and an invalid registration and visualization of the pre-operative images. The problems of uniform image textures and the loss of feature points are well known. Griffin and Kittler [7] have presented an approach to stabilize the tracking of movements by identifying and estimating stable depicted image objects as homogeneous regions within the image. Based on the observation that edges and strong gradients describe boundaries between image objects and structures, common feature detection methods are used to distinguish them. The image is divided into smaller regions between the detected feature points. Under the assumption, that those smaller regions describe stable, non-deforming objects, the tracking is stabilized by considering and continuously realigning the geometric division. However, in medical video sequences as described above, such different objects do not exist and neighboured structures are mostly not clearly distinguishable by that method. Hence, in this contribution, an approach is presented which uses similar smaller uniform regions to stabilize optical flow motion tracking.
Methods
During different heart surgery interventions for coronary artery bypass grafting, the surface of the heart was observed and recorded using a digital camera mounted above the situs. Due to heart beat and intervention related movements the situs is deformed permanently and anatomical landmarks are moving within the image during the sequence. A polygon-shaped region of interest (ROI) can be defined to restrict the movement space, cf. Image 1, and interesting natural landmarks, such as e.g. bifurcations, are initialized manually inside the ROI.
Triangulation
The polygon ROI geometry or the image borders are used to span a mesh of smaller regions. Starting with the corner points, a triangulation is performed to divide the image into a set of triangles. To obtain maximal angles of the triangles and prevent sharp shapes, the Delauny method is applied. The result is a mesh of triangles dividing the surface of the situs in uniformly sized areas as shown in Image 1. The structure of this mesh is now used to determine local movements and to enforce a stable geometry of the scenery.
Image 1: Mesh of uniformly sized regions determined by Delauny triangulation within a manually selected polygonshaped ROI.
Optical Flow
Between two consecutive frames of the image sequence, the optical flow is determined for each pixel within the given ROI. This estimates the direction and velocity of the movement at these positions, cf. Image 2. However, as stated earlier, due to the homogenous texture, the pixel related movement is error-prone. To determine a more realistic movement estimate, the optical flow is now examined within each local triangle of the triangulation mesh. The mean direction and velocity are computed and a movement estimate is assigned to each triangle.
Image 2: HSV visualization of direction (hue) and velocity (saturation) of the optical flow inside the ROI.
Active Mesh
Suppose a local connectedness within the smaller regions, the mean optical flow vector under each triangle area describes the movement of the underlying structure. To follow the movement, the triangles are displaced according the translational optical flow vector. Thus, the three corner points of each triangle are shifted. The initial mesh describes the general structure of the situs. To keep this geometry, the previously connected corners must be realigned and reconnected with each other. For realizing this this, the mean translation of the three single corner points is determined and averaged to a uniform movement of one combined corner as visualized in Image 3. In that way, the mean movement under each triangle is followed with a preservation of the general geometric structure defined initially. The corner points remain connected while the triangles itself are deformed. During the process of tracking the triangle mesh over time, it is not uncommon, that the deformation becomes extreme in the sense of sharp angles and resized triangles. If the specification of uniformly shaped areas cannot be fulfilled anymore, the triangle mesh is dissolved and reproduced by reapplied triangulation.
Image 3:
Left to right: Initial triangle mesh; independently translated corner points; realigned triangle mesh by averaging and combining the movement of the corner points.
Translation of landmarks
The triangle mesh distinguishes the individual movements of locally connected structures. Suppose, a manually defined landmark moves according to its surrounding triangle in, the movement of the triangle can be transferred to the landmark itself. Since the movement of the triangle is not only translational but, due to the deformation, an affine transformation, the landmark points have to be displaced accordingly. Palmer [8] has described an approach of triangle based deformation for image transformations. However, this method can be applied to general geometric coordinates. The translation of each image pixel within one triangle is interpolated according to the prior determined deformation. The landmarks then are displaced simultaneous with respect to the pixel transformation at its position, cf. Image 4.
Image 4:
Translated landmark points in the initial and the deformed triangle.
Results
The proposed approach has been evaluated on intraoperative video recordings of open coronary artery by-pass interventions in cardiac surgery. For this contribution, five sub-sequences have been used, displaying the heart in different phases of the intervention without critically interfering occlusion, e.g. by the surgeon or instruments, but depicting movements due to heart beat or intervention related deformation. The test sequences have lengths in the range of 151 to 708 frames and depict a spatial resolution of 720 x 576 pixels. As reference, commonly used feature tracking approaches, namely SURF and KLT have been applied as well as described in [5] to compare the results. One main issue related to these standard approaches is the drift of feature points. Because of the similar texture characteristics, single feature points may swap to neighbouring structures and tend to drift away from the initial anatomical landmark. Based on our experiments it could be observed, that the triangle-based optical flow prevents this drift and leads to more accurate trajectories over a longer amount of time. The restrain of the geometrical alignment stabilizes the feature points and attaches them to the selected landmark. Depending on the image material, the feature points still tend to dislocate within their triangle, but apart from a minor drift, the main anatomical structure is still described by the point coordinates. To obtain a quantitative comparison of the results using the trianglebased optical flow versus the SURF and KLT feature tracking, selected landmarks have been annotated manually in each image frame to obtain a ground truth movement. The same landmarks are selected in the first frame of the sequences and the different methods are applied. The distance between the manually annotated coordinates and the resulting feature points is determined and the rootmean-square error is computed, where (x i ,y i ) describes the resulting coordinates of the tracking methods in frame i and (x' i ,y' i ) the ground truth coordinates, respectively. The results of the RMSE for each sequence and each of the different methods are shown in Table 1 . It can bee seen, that for all sequences, the RMSE is lower using the triangle-based optical flow in comparison with the standard methods. 
Conclusion
The performed experiments indicate that the triangle-based optical flow is a promising approach to track manually initialized landmarks in video sequences of the heart surface, which are not "good features" in the sense of tracking methods and thus are often lost by standard approaches. The restriction by the geometrical alignment stabilizes the movement of the feature points and prevents the drifting of them away from the selected landmarks. Of course, the parameters for the triangulation are depending of the image material and its content. The initial size and distribution of the triangles, as well as their degree of freedom should be adopted for the occurring movement. A too strong restriction would keep the feature points too close and lead to loose of the landmark if it moves too far. Respectively, a too loose restriction would not prevent a drift similar to standard methods.
